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Following the news, engaging in political debate, or going to the opera is all well and good, but from
time to time you just need to sit back and look at some old-fashioned beefcake. Team that with
some crayons, pens, and markers, and what do you have?HEAVEN!IN AN ACTIVITY BOOK!Color
Me Swooon will leave you weak in the knees as you and your pens caress chiseled features and
chest hair. Along with coloring, youâ€™ll rate more than sixty gorgeous guys on swoon-worthy-ness,
as well as learning what in their lives (beyond their killer looks, duh) makes them so hot. From Brad
Pitt, George Clooney, and Will Smith to Daniel Craig, Jake Gyllenhaal, and even One Direction, all
the heartthrobs are here, and in no particular order. (Except for Ryan Gosling, who is first.
Obviously.)So what are you waiting for? Get out your crayons and color those hotties good.
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Got this for my girlfriend for Christmas.Pros: Coloring book is really well done and quite amusing.
Lots of activities and she seems to enjoy it because it's relaxing for her to color in hunks after a long
day.Cons: Coloring book made it even more abundantly clear that if my girlfriend ever meets Ryan
Gosling, I'm toast.

The pictures were good, but the paper is so thin you can see the words bleeding through from the
other side of the page, and its slick, thin paper makes coloring difficult. Also, it doesn't open wide
enough to comfortably color the pictures. I bought this as a good gag gift and for the poor design
itself I wish I hadn't. If they changed these issues it would be worth the money.

Got this for my 15 year-old daughter. Be aware that there is some mature content. I wondered about
this, but I did not see any reviews indicating the targeted age, and the option to look inside was not
available. Here is an example of what I mean by mature content: on the description of Aaron Paul
the author states, "I'm not normally that thrilled about meth addicts, but Aaron Paul's character in
Breaking Bad has the ability to make them completely adorable,...." This statement ends with an
asterisk; in the footnote the author goes on to say, "I'm not saying that drug abuse is the way to
forge loving relationships so don't even try it. Drugs are bad, kids." This statement makes it seem
that the author's target audience is young girls. However, later under Javier Bardem, the author
states, "If you'd like to sip sangria with Mr. Bardem...." This is very contradictory being that most
teenage girls shouldn't be dreaming of drinking alcohol. Anyways, be aware of these things if you
are considering this for a teenage girl. Hindsight, I probably would have skipped on this for my
daughter at least for a couple of years. The five stars come from her, she says she loves it.

I bought this because I wanted to see who was in it and there was nothing to tell what movie stars
are in it. I wondered why. Were the reviews listing the "beefcake" removed? All the reviews seemed
to list another book that was all about another star. Weird, I thought. So I thought I would see who is
in this book, and what I discovered is that, first, the drawings are kind of bad, and plain. Some are
good, like the one of Damian Lewis. But the one of Prince Harry? No way. And every single eye is
pale and looks like the kind only Jared Leto or Rob Pattinson should have. And strangely, Robert
Pattinson looks a little chunky. Which cannot be, right? The ones who look a little like themselves
are Johnny Depp, Michael J. Fox, Tom Selleck, Kevin Bacon, Patrick Dempsey, Channing Tatum,
Bradley Cooper, and maybe Javier Bardem and Gerard Butler if you squint. But the rest, nuh-uh.
And this artist has done whole books on Gosling and Cumberbatch and they don't look like that...
I've seen their movies and shows, too. Others in this book include One Direction, Aaron Paul,
Clooney, Affleck, Franco, Efron, Beckham, Gyllenhaal, Hardy, Reynolds, Bale, Skarsgard, Jackman,
Pitt, Timberlake, W. Miller, Phoenix, Hutcherson, Craig, B Mars (seriously terrible drawing), Firth
(again, a travesty), Bomer, Gordon-Levitt, Elba, R Lowe, Dillon, Macchio, Damon, K Reeves,
Downey, Lautner, Cera, Driver, Garfield, Segel, C O'Dowd, Hamm, Usher, Brand, Gere, Law, Smith,
Fassbender, Hoult, Cavill. Yeah, as some suggested, fun for a bachlorette or sorority party. I prefer
coloring designs rather than humans, so this is overpriced, also, those tend to be about 2/3 the cost.

I haven't even started coloring and I've already gotten so much mileage out of it... even my

grandmother was highly entertained. My only criticism is that they are missing a few "beefcakes"
(namely Tom Hiddleston, Chris Evans, Zachary Quinto, Chris Pine, and the Hemsworth brothers...
to name a few). But that won't hinder my enjoyment of this coloring book.

Color me satisfied! This coloring book is everything I wanted and then some. This book boasts 125
pages full of handsome men, all awaiting to be colored in and gazed at for hours. The little tidbits
and various activities in the book are great as well. I originally bought this as a gift for my roommate,
but I think I'm going to keep it for myself!

This is a perfect book for a friend for a gag gift or for a white elephant party. I purchased this for a
recently seperated girlfriend and she LOVES it. The text inside is hillarious along with a rating option
for each person. Our favorite of course is mr. Ryan Reynolds!

Bought as a gift for a girlfriend's birthday and contemplated keeping it for myself. It's actually a lot
sturdier than I expected; well put-together and has a good layout. Opening to any page will give you
an uncolored outline of any given hunk along with a related activity on the opposite side. Perfect
gag- but not-so-gag-gift.
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